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Report of the Committee on the Qual tty of Undergraduate 
Teaching and Learning 

I am pleased to send you the Report of the Committee on the Quality of 
Undergraduate Teaching and Learning which I have read with enthusiasm and 
excitement. It breaks some Important new ground In Its recommendations, 
particularly In Section 2 which addresses the matter of departmental 
cuI tures and how they can contrIbute to hIgh qua I I ty undergraduate 
Instruction. 

I th T nk you w I II f T nd the report and Its recommendatIons worthy of 
discussion by your committee. 
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C. Eugene Allen, Dean, College of Agriculture · 
E. F. Infante, Dean, Institute of Technology 
Fred E. Lukermann, Dean, Col lege of Liberal Arts 
Jeanne T. Lupton, Dean, General Col lege 
Keith N. McFarland, Dean, Col lege of Home Economics 
Harold A. MTI ler, Dean, Continuing Education and Extension 
Douglas S. Pratt, Acting Dean, Col lege of Biological Sciences 
Donald Ross, Director, University Col lege 
Richard A. Skok, Dean, Col lege of Forestry 
W)l I lam Hanson, Chair, Department of Philosophy, and Chair of SCEP 

vQeon Stuthman, Professor, Department of Agronomy and Plant 
Genetics, and Chair of SCC 

John Wallace, Assistant VIce Preslde~t for Academic Affalrs~tJL) 
Implementation of the Report of the Committee on Quality 

Undergraduate Teaching and Learning 

As you know, the Committee on Qual Tty Undergr~duate Teaching and 
Learning made Its final report In August. I have read the report with 
enthusiasm and excitement. Its tone Is constructive and Its recommendations 
challenging. Section II on departments really breaks new ground In the 
University. 

In order to move forward w T th dIscuss I on and Imp I ementatl on of the 

l report, I have asked my assistant, Dr. Gretchen Kreuter, to commit half of 
her time in the coming year to tasks related to It and to the relevant parts 
of the Task Force Report on the Student Experience (1984). She wll I cal I on 
you In the coming months for advice and Information, and she wll I welcome 
Input from you on your particular concerns. 
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I believe we can move forward, on the basis of the recommendations In 
the Student Experience Task Force Report and In the Page Committee Report, 
to make some significant contributions to strengthening and enhancing 
undergraduate education at the University. 

:ere 

cc: Kenneth H. Keller, President 
V. Rama Murthy, Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 

·David M. Lilly, Vice President for Finance and Opefatlons 
Frank B. Wilderson, Vice President for Student Affairs 
Roger B. Page, Associate Dean, Col lege of Liberal Arts 
Thomas F. Brothen, Associate Professor, Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Andrew Col I Ins, Director, Institute of Child Development 
Walter K. Johnson, Professor, Department of Physics 
Wesley K. Wharton, Associate Dean, Col lege of Agriculture 
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ABSTRACT/SUMMARY 

~he Co~~ittee determined that it could best respond to its charge by devel
oping recommendations to increase the numbers of. faculty members, of depart
ments, and of students assigning a higher priori'ty to quality undergraduate 
teaching and learning. We have no doubt that motivated teachers and students 
can themselves find ~ays to improve the quality of their shared enterprise. 
That approach seemed the most likely to be productive for an ad hoc committee 
with a two-quarter assignment. 

We believe that undergraduate instruction in the University is good. We 
have many distinguished teachers, departments that offer outstanding programs, 
and numerous students who are dedicated to learning. The generally high quality 
of undergraduate teaching is, in fact, surprising in face of the almost univer-. 
sally held perception that undergraduate teaching has a very low priority in 
this institution and that it is not well rewarded If we want improvement in the 
quality of undergraduate teaching, we must change both the perception -- and the 
fact -- of its reward. 

That thesis is central to this repor.t. Quality undergraduate teaching must 
be better rewarded. The rewards, we have found, are often intrinsic, and 
removing barriers in the way of good teaching or giving assistance to those 
trying to offer it can sometimes be as effective as direct extrinsic rewards. 
Additional and different kinds of actions are needed to influence departments 
as distinct from individual faculty members -- and students to give higher 
priority to quality teaching and learning. 

-
There is no question that the qual~ty of the University's undergraduate 

·teaching and learning~ be greatly improved. The question is whether the 
administration, the faculty, and the students want to ~prove it. It is a 
matter of priorities. 

The Committee makes thirty-two recommendations, directed chiefly toward 
motivating and encouraging individual faculty members, academic departments, and 
students to assign a higher priority to quality teaching and learning, and also 
toward removing barriers and impediments and improving services and facil'ities 
so that better teaching and learning can take place. Decisions on each of the 
recommendations call for value judgments, priority rankings among other 
priorities -- by the President, by the Academic Vice President, by the deans of 
undergraduate colleges, by department heads/chairs, and by faculty members and 
students sitting on University or college commit.tees or in departmental 

~- meetings. 
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The Committee outlines how tc increase attention to the quality of undergra
duate teaching and learning. Otters must decide whether to give that increased 
attention, where it ranks among the University's several missions. 

We believe these reco~endations that we offer ought to be accepted. The 
costs, in the context of the University's over-8.·11 budget, would be modest 
indeed. The returns -- to faculty members as more motivated teachers with 
higher morale, to students as more dedicated and more excited learners, to the 
general society as richer and better informed -- would be substantial. 

'io 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON QUALITY UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING AND LEARNING 

Introduction 

We were appoi~ted by Assistant Academic Vice President John Wallace on 
behalf of the Council of Undergraduate Deans to bring forward recommendations 
for improving the quality of undergraduate teaching and learning. The specific 
context was the (Wallace) Task Force on the Student Experience, 22 of whose 
recommendations were listed under the heading "Quality of Teaching and 
Learning". The (Merwin) Task Force on Facilitating the Scholarly Activities of 
the Faculty provided further context; references in that report to research 
almost invariably included references also to teaching, revealing the basic 
view of the task force that teaching and res~a~ch are intimately intertwined and 
both appropriately subsumed under the heading scholarly activities. The (Lilly) 
Task Force on Higher Education and the Economy of the State also included 
several recommendations on undergraduate education. Finally, the Senate 
Committee on Educational Policy had recently submitted a report titled 
"Recommendations Concerning The Evaluation of Teaching Quality." 

The setting was reassuring: three significant task forces charged with 
assignments much broader than undergraduate teaching/learning or titled in a way 
not necessarily implying attention to undergraduate teaching/learning 
nevertheless did find that issue.important to their work. The Senate Committee 
on Educational Policy had also just issued a report on essentially the same 
topic. The setting also posed a dilemma: in the midst of the great range of 
recommendations already before the University community, what could we add that 
would be useful? 

While concentrating on its charge of improving the quality of undergraduate 
teaching and learning, the Committee was, nevertheless,~always mindful that the 
University of Minnesota has several significant missions besides undergraduate 
education. The University is also a premier graduate education institution and 
it includes several professional schools. The University is the Land Grant 
institution of the state, and public service is a clearly recognized obligation. 
Finally, the University is a research institution; scholarship -- the 
advancement of learning-- is a central, distinguishing characteristic. We do 
not believe that these several tasks are antagonistic. Indeed, in the ideal, 
they are mutually reinfor.cing and supportive. We intend in our recommendations 
-- though directed toward improving the quality of undergraduate teaching and 
learning -- to take account of the multiple missions of the University and to 
trade on the strengths that can be brought to the undergraduate mission from the 

.-
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facts of our graduate mission, our professional school mLss1on, our service 
m1ss1on, and our research mission. 

What could most usefully be done in this context by a committee charged 
with addressing the quality of undergraduate teaching and learning? We 
determined that we could serve best by concentrating on certain aspects of the 
issue rather than attempting to cover the total range of possibilities. We 
spelled out our goal as follows: The committee will recommend Uni,·~rsity, 
collegiate, and departmental actions directed toward increasing tl._. number of 
faculty members and of departments that assign a higher priority to the quality 
of undergraduate teaching. We studied motiva~ion -- the_ incentives and rewards 
that lead both individual faculty members add .. :departments to give greater 
attention to this responsibility. Our recommendations will address also the 
barriers and impediments that limit quality teaching and the services and 
facilities that enhance it. As a secondary assignment, we shall make 
recommendations directed toward increasing the number of students who put a 
higher priority on quality learning. 

The Committee's conclusions were in,formed by the findings of several recent 
surveys: the Armstrong-Matross Former Student Survey, the Bendel-Solberg ~ 
Survey of High Ability Seniors, the Wirt 1977 Study of Morse-Amoco Award 
winners, the CLA Committee on Instruction departmental survey on Evaluating 
Instruction, the Hendel study on the place of-teaching in recent promotion and 
tenure decisions, and the Merwin faculty survey on Facilitating Scholarly 
Activity. The Committee supplemented these quite relevant background studies 
with several inquiries of its own: to Morse-Amoco and Distinguished Teacher 
Awardees, to a sample of departments, to the deans of the Twin Cities* 
undergraduate colleges, and to a number of distinguished consultants (Regents' 
Professors, Consultative Committee chairs, scholars in'"higher education, and 
others). We sought also to be sensitive to various recent national reports that 
might have implications for our assignment. Our procedures and summaries of our 
surveys are detailed in Appendix C. 

The core of our report is three main sections: 1) Increasing the Number of 
Fac~lty Members Who Give Higher Priority to Quality Undergraduate 
Teaching/Learning, 2) Increasing the Number of Departments That Give Higher 
Priority to Quality Undergraduate Teaching/Learning, and 3) Increasing the 
Number of Students Who Give Higher Priority to Quality Undergraduate 
Teaching/Learning. Under each heading we attend to the rewards and incentives "\. 
that are most likely to be effective, the barriers and impediments that stand in ~ 
the way, and the services and facilities that are required. 

*The Committee's charge applied only to the Twin Cities cacpus. 
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We supplement these three sections with two appendices. In Appendix A we 
wrestle with the complex question of Evaluating Qual~:y, ~ term used frequently 
in the report. Finally, we attach a brief Appendix B of Suggestions for 
Improving Teaching and Learning. The Committee's emphasis, as noted above, is 
on increasing the number of faculty members, of departments, and of students who 
rank quality undergraduate teaching/learning high, leaving to motivated instruc
tors, departments, and students how to accomplish this task. We believe that 
more helpful than advice on how to teach better. Indeed, there would be a cer
tain presumptuousness in the latter approach; there are many, many ways to teach 
well, and styles vary. But suggestions for better teaching kept coming up, from 
every constituency that we surveyed. We dec,i~ed to bring together these 
suggestions, not as part of our recommendations but as a supplement to our 
report, because we believe they might prove useful. 

Section 1 

INCREASING THE NUMBER OF FACULTY WHO GIVE HIGHER PRIORITY 
TO QUALITY UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING/LEARNING 

Most University faculty members do attend responsibly and conscientiously 
to their undergraduate teaching. We believe that instruction in the University 
is good. But many would rank it even higher -- and some who give it less 
attention than it deserves would raise it -- were it not for the overwhelming 
perception that undergraduate teaching has a very low priority in this 
institution, that it is not well rewarded, and that these circumstances are not 
likely to change. They are not likely to change because as a research .. 
university we appear to evaluate ourselves primarily in terms of the peer 
rankings of disciplines and departments, and these are based almost altogether 
on research productivity. Moreover, individual faculty members make their most 
dramatic improvements in salary through competitive bids from other 
institutions, and these bids ~re based almost exclusively on scholarly/research 
reputations. Our salary structure, both for departments and for individual 
faculty members, is part of a pattern of conventions that apply nation-wide and 
that no single institution could successfully violate even if it were so minded. 
Our faculty members, self-selected because of interest in this sort of 
university, recruited with such an emphasis, promoted against such a criterion, 
are, of course. not so minded. The Committee d~es not decry these values of the 
University; we are members of· the campus also, conditioned by these experiences. 
We simply observe that our task must be carried out in this context. 
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In the midst of this lack of encouragements from the University's formal 
reward system, many faculty members nevertheless rank undergraduate teaching 
very high. They do so predominantly because of..its intrinsic rewards: because 
of the excitement of relating to students, of seeing students develop; because 
of commitment to their discipline, and belief in its significance to individual 
students, to society, and to life; because one learns through teaching and from 
students; because teaching is their job -- the University•s job -- and they want 

to be good at whatever they do; and because students show appreci~·ion for their 
efforts. 

Even those most dedicated to the undergraduate enterprise, as well as those 
who ~ttend to it as a less compelling goal, -e~counter m~ny barriers and 
impediments in their way. And there are fewer services and facilities for 
assisting with teaching than one might expect in a university of our size and 
quality. 

The Committee believes that the University can increase the number of its 
faculty giving higher priority to quality undergraduate teaching/l~arning 
through attending to all three of these areas. The formal rewards of tenure, 
promotion, and· merit salary must take into account in an adequate way the 
quality of teaching. Recognition of the central significance of the intrinsic 
returns from undergraduate teaching can lead to several programs for their 
enhancement. And many barriers and impedimenfs can be attacked successfully, 
and services and facilities can be improved. 

Extrinsic, Formal Rewards 

1. Offer no appointment with a teaching responsibility without careful review 
of teaching experience or potential, and tenure or promote no one for whom 
there is not well documented evidence of teaching competence. Except in 
those in units without an undergraduate mission, candidates would ordi
narily be expected to include undergraduate instruction in such competence. 

This recommendation is thought merely to restate what is already 
University policy, but several added nuances are directed toward improving 
academic personnel decisions about teaching. "Well documented evidence" 
reinforces the need for just that. The Committee is convinced that 
information can be produced on te~~hing compet_e.nc_e if-the system demands 
it. The materials assembled on Morse-Amoco Award nominees are a-local case .--
in point. Hendel's study of the place of teaching in University promo- ~ 
tion and tenure reviews cited many instances of good documentation. The 
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Tea:hing Dossier produced by the Canadian Association of University 
7ea~hers (cited in the Procedures Appendix) reveals thE broad range of 
i te:ns from whi:::h a carefully prepared eval.va tion caul C: :>e drafted. A 
University of Minnesota office or committee could develop a similar instru
ment. 

The recommendation contains the reminder that the time at which an 
appointment is offered is as appropriate as the time of tenure and 
promotion for review of teaching competence or potential; there is some 
evidence that at present such reviews are sometimes cursory. 

While opportunity for exception is p;ovided (use of the modifier 
"ordinarily"), the expectation is set that participation in the undergra
duate program is included in the responsibilities of all instructors in all 
departments that have an undergraduate mission. We do not believe that we 
will have the quality undergraduate teaching and learning of which we are 
capable as a research and graduate institution unless we involve in the 
undergraduate enterprise -- at least under usual and ordinary circumstances 

all our faculty. 

This recommendation sets the basic, minimum policy-procedure necessary 
for increasing the number of faculty who give higher priority to quality 
undergraduate teaching/learning and it confronts head-on the widely held 
perception that teaching does not count in the promotion/tenure system of 
the University. 

2. Designate a certain minimum percent or amount of the merit money allotted 
each year for award on the basis of outstanding teaching. 

lo 

Many departments have weighting systems for the distribution of merit 
money, some of them quite detailed and elaborate. In some departments the 
decisions are more global and less precisely articulated. This 
recommendation is directed toward making sure that explicit attention is 
given to teaching competence in every unit. The percent {or amount) of 
money so designated need not be large to accomplish the chief purpose of 
the recommendation, namely, to call specific attention to teaching at the 
time merit decisions are made. This is a second direct attack on the 
general perception that teaching plays no significant part in salary awards. 

The amount would always be labeled "minimum", so as not to encourage 
the belief that no more could be awarded under the same criterion. The 
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identification of a particular amount for this purpose would open the 
possibility for the vice president to make differential assignments by 
college and the deans to make differential:_.assignment by department, should 
either level of differentiation be desirable. 

3. Establish collegiate undergraduate "Distinguished Teaching" awards in all 
appropriate colleges and fund them at a higher level than at present, as a 
supplement to the University Morse-Amoco Awards for Contribut~~ns to 
Undergraduate Education, for which also higher funded awards ~nould be 
sought. 

The Committee is aware that some b~ll:eve that teaching awards are not 
particularly helpful; some even claim they are counterproductive. On 
balance, we believe that they are appropriate and can contribute to a 
better climate for quality teaching. The chief argument against them is 
that they are "hollow" and lead to no advantage to recipients in the long 
run. To the extent their criticism is valid, it is a criticism more of 
other practices and values in the University than of these recognitions. 
Our report is dedicated to changing.those practices and values. In that 
context, continuing well-established recognition programs can make a posi- ~ 
tive contribution both through the satisfaction they bring recipients and 
through calling public attention to the University's interest in teaching. 

4. Establish a University Chair for Undergraduate Studies. 

This recommendation grows out ~f the Committee's study of 
"Distinguished Service Professorships" and "University Professorships," 
recently under consideration in the University. It is much influenced by 
the University of California-Berkeley "President'& Chair". The Berkeley 
model seems to the Committee far superior for purposes of improving the 
quality of undergraduate teaching and learning, going beyond mere recogni
tion (though including recognition) and centering on specific proposals to 
improve the undergraduate enterprise. This model also avoids the com
parison with Regents' Professorships that seems inherent in the other 
models. Roughly sketched, it would involve selection on the basis of com
petitively evaluated proposals, appointment for a three-year term, one 
quarter's salary per year (to be used in the summer, if the recipient 
preferred), and $10,000 to $15,000 per year support for the project. There 
would be one appointment per year until there wer~ three overlapping 
appointments on a continuing basis. Proposals would be directed toward 
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effecting enduring improvement in undergraduate education, especially at 
the lower division level. The recommendation has some things in common 
with the current "University Fellowship" e·xperiment, but it is obviously 
more ambitious, stimulated by the University's recent dramatic move to 
increase significantly the number of endowed chairs. Among these 
scholarship-~entered, discipline-oriented chairs, one (used for three part
time appointments as suggested) should be dedicated specifically to 
undergraduate instruction, as a symbol that undergraduate education is a 
significant University mission. 

5. Recognize the validity of educational development and instructional impro
vement as a basis for sabbaticals, single quarter leaves, and other insti
tutionally sponsored programs; establish Faculty Summer Instruction grants, 
analogous to the (Graduate School) Faculty Summer Research grants. 

Since teaching is a basic obligation of the faculty, it must receive 
institutional support for strengthening and renewal as does scholarship. 
While such recognition is certainly not prohibited in current programs and, 
indeed, is often acknowledged, adoption of an explicit policy would 
increase the likelihood of app~oval of appropriate requests. The recent 
Bush Sabbatical Program gave such explicite endorsement of this point of 
view. There is need for a continuing general policy statement. 

Establishing summer Instruction Grants would give symmetry and balance 
to the Research Grants, a public declaration, with financial backing, that 
teaching is a respected and reward~d activity of the faculty. The proposed 
grants would be examples of the University's explicit support of faculty 
(teaching) development, just as EDP and Small Grants awards are examples of 
the University's explicit support of instructionat (and curricular) devel
opments. 

Intrinsic Rewards 

The five recommendations above address directly the perception, broadly 
held, that teaching is not highly regarded or well compensated vis a vis 
research and scholarship. The goal of the recommendations is modest redress, 
not reversal of the values in this research institution. The University is, as 
noted earlier, inextricably part of a national culture of similar universities 
and organized disciplines; we do not seek to remove us from that company but 
rather to give undergraduate teaching its due. ·Faculty members most dedicated 
to undergraduate teaching appear to be motivated chiefly by their love of 
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teaching and the int~insic rewards they receive, but such rewards can wear thin 
against a consta~t denial, in the formal system, of the worth of the activity. 
Our first five reco~endations, judged to be modest in cost in the context of 
the total University budget, are directed as much toward providing a better 
general enviro~ent for encouraging faculty to attend to undergraduate teaching 
as toward rewarding particular instructional activities. We continue now with 
recommendations especially sensitive to enhancing the intrinsic rewards of 

teaching. 

6. Increase the frequency of public testimony on the value and significance of 
guality undergraduate teaching by the President, other central officers, 
and the deans. 

<, 

This seems almost too simple-minded to record; yet one should not 
underestimate the importance to morale and motivation of the statements of 
those in leadership positions. We assume and believe that all of them do 
value undergraduate teaching. In addition to saying so, they should also 
be careful when speaking to other institutional missions to add a footnote 
or an aside that gives the perspective that undergraduate education is part 
of the context, since otherwise statements on other missions, especially if ~ 
frequently made, give the impression, cumulatively, that undergraduate 
teaching is not important. 

7. Encourage University Relations and other University offices, college 
offices, and academic departments to seek more aggressively opportunities 
for appropriate publicity for teaching activities of the faculty. 

Many other University activities perhaps lend themselves more naturally 
to news stories and other disseminations. For te&ching to receive its due, 
for faculty members to feel that their teaching efforts are recognized, 
special emphasis needs to be given to informing the general public about 
University teaching. 

8. Develop more activities within the University in which teaching is 
the focus. 

We need core University-wide conferences, college-level meetings, 
departmental and interdepartmental sessions, ad hoc meetings on special 
topics, continuing groups on common concerns, visiting lecturers, and 
informal discussions concerned with teaching. These various activities are ~ 
directed toward the reinforcement and encouragement that collegiality, 
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shared values, and constructive criticism can give to any intellectual 
activity. The Committee believes that there is considerably mor~ interest 
in improving instruction than is generally::assumed. As the now concluding 
Northwest Area Foundation Active Learning Project has revealed, providing 
opportunities for faculty interaction on topics related to teaching can 
yield excellent returns. The efforts need expansion and especially diver
sification, that is, more topics for more groups, for maximum benefits. 

9. Support international, inter-institutional, and interdepartmental teaching 
opportunities and exchanges, and encourage outreach teaching for atypical 
students and through atypical teaching/learning systems. 

10. 

The challenge of teaching in another land, in another institution, even 
in another department is stimulating and rewarding. The fact that teaching 
is the basis for the opportunity further reflects credit to that activity. 
Teaching to quite different kinds of students or using somewhat atypical 
methods of teaching (teleconferencing, TV, "correspondence", intern 
supervision, as examples) likewise brings more energy and attention to the 
task. As the University moves towa-rd inloading more outreach instruction, 
there is more justification for that instruction to show imagination and 
commitment since it is no longer added to an already full load of teaching 
and research obligations but rather forms part of regular duties. 

Increase the proportion of undergraduate students who are motivated to seek 
quality learning and adequately prepared to attempt it. 

This is noted last in this s~ction because it is more fully developed 
later, in a major part of the report devoted just to this topic. In 
importance to increasing the faculty's intrinsic ~ewards for undergraduate 
teaching, it could properly have been listed first. There is_probably no 
single action the University might take that would influence more faculty 
members to give a higher priority to quality undergraduate teaching than to 
increase the proportion of students who desire it and are prepared to 
benefit from it. 

Barriers and Impediments, Services and Facilities 

Even highly motivated instructors, whether they teach for love of money 
(most do not, in the Committee's opinion) or for love of teaching itself (their 
chief motivation), can be discourged by the difficulties in the way of their 
doing the quality of work they would like to do. There are barriers and impedi-
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ments to good teaching of formidable dimensions in the University. And there is 
need for better services and facilities to assist instructors in their efforts 
at quality teaching. The following recommendatipns address these two topics. 

11. Imorove the overall qualitv and general maintenance of the classrooms of 
the Universitv. 

The Committee was quite surprised at the extent of the criticism of 
classrooms -- inappropriate size, poor design, poor appointme· s, noisy, 
depressing ambience, and simply dirty. General purpose equipment was 
reported as often not provided, many times in poor repair, or requiring 
personal delivery by the instructor or t~e inconvenience and difficulty of 
ordering through the central University Service. Providing a satisfactory 
classroom, with such basic instructional equipment as needed, would seem 
the most elementary service any institution would offer its faculty. The 
University needs both a short-range determination to upgrade classroom 
maintenance and provide in quick and easy ways rooms amenable to such 
improvement (perhaps withdrawing from service quite unsatisfactory rooms 
even if this requires scheduling la.ter in the day) and a long-range commit-
ment to rehabilitation and refurbishment of rooms requiring such attention ~ 
to make them good teaching/learning environments. Such developments require 
more systematic and thoroug~ review than this Committee could attempt, but 
we are convinced that this is a problem fnat demands attention. 

12. Provide improved support for instructional supplies and equipment and for 
clerical/administrative assistance available for instruction; designate 
specific budget lines for these purposes. 

The retrenchments the University has faced in~ecent years have cut 
deeply into basic support for instruction, both in supplies/equipment and 
in .non-academic personnel. Ins true tors seeking to offer quality ins truc
tion, most especially in large classes, though the _problem can occur in any 
course, are often without needed supplies and equipment and the clerical 
assistance that could make that 'effort more efficient and effective. The 
specific designation of funds for these purposes would make sure that they 
are so used, rather than being lost to other tasks, and also would contri
bute to better morale for teaching, reinforcing the belief that teaching is 
an important mission of the institution. 

13. Increase the number of teaching assistantships, so that verv large classes ~ 
-- to the extent that they remain a necessity in some areas can become 
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better teaching/learning opportunities for both facultv members and 
students. 

Large classes, one of the most frequent complaints of both faulty and 
students, are not likely to disappear, though declining enrollments may 
decrease the n~ber, assuming that the number of staff members does not 
decline with-enrollments. Large classes can offer quite satisfactory 
learning -- and many do -- provided the instructor has adequate teaching 
assistants to individualize interaction with students in appropriate ways, 
including, of course, evaluation. The teaching ~ssistantship is a good 
means for supporting graduate students -- some say it is the best -- not 
only because it extends economically th~ ~ompetence and experience of the 
faculty member but also because it contributes importantly to preparing the 
next generation of teachers. 

Develop a coordinated University program of better supported services and 
assistance for improving instruction. 

The term "coordinated program" Js used because the Committee is unsure 
whether a single, central office ("Instructional Assistance Services", for 
example) is indicated or a numoer of decentralized services attached to 
appropriate existing offices. In either case, the services need to be 
coordinated and interlinked: for sake of ~fficiency and effectiveness and 
so that an instructor seeking assistance is directed to the appropriate 
service no matter where s/he comes first. Because communication and infor
mation problems are endemic to the_University, we are inclined to the view 
that even if services are decentralized (which we favor), the University 
should establish a very modest central coordinating office as a widely 
advertised first-contact point. The coordinator'~office could be this 
contact point even if the chief purpose of the office were coordination and 
general leadership -- to identify services now available, to encourage 
them, to seek efficiency, to find gaps that need to be filled, to speak for 
the several programs. The services we have in mind include, but are not 
limited to: instructors rating scale development and scoring, instruc
tional design, course test development, course evaluation, instructor self
evaluation, preparation of audio and video tapes, computers in instruction, 
using small groups, ~nglish as a Second Language. Most of these have 
existed or do exist, but they have not been reviewed and attended to on a 
University-wide basis, some are n~t well supported.(or have, in fact, been 
eliminated), and there is no University coordination. If we want quality 
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undergradua:e :eaching, we cust provide technical assistance to instruc
tors who are seeking to give it. 

Teaching assistants could benefit from ·even more assistance than that 
represented in the specialized services noted above. Since they are our 
most junior i_nstructors, they deserve a more formal, organized program to 
develop their teaching competence. Outlining such a program -- some of it 

department-centered, some college-wide, some at the University level 

would be an early task of the coordinator that we are recomme: --~ing. A 
program of graduate teaching internships could e~tend such services to gra
duate students not employed as assistants and at the same t~e expand 
~omewhat the assistance provided to fac~f:ty. 

Section 2 

INCREASING THE NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS THAT GIVE HIGHER PRIORITY 
TO QUALITY UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING/LEARNING 

Teaching is done by individual teachers; the individual teacher is 
responsible for the course. Our first set of recommendations turns on this 
simple fact; they focus on increasing the number of faculty members who give a 
very high priority to quality undergraduate teaching and learning. 

But faculty members perform their ~uties and arrange their priorities in 
the context of their department. Probably no single factor is more important in 
determining how an instructor values the undergraduate teaching assignment than 
the rank given it by the department, as reflected in the attitudes of immediate 
colleagues and professional friends. Some departments in the University are 
distinguished by giving very high priority to the undergraduate enterprise. 
Increasing their number would have a great impact on undergraduate teaching, 
making it more likely that more individual faculty members would rank it higher. 
How can the number of such departoents be increased? 

Departments, as formal organizations, respond chiefly to direct financial 
rewards and sanctions; i~trinsic incentives, so important with individual 

faculty members, play little part. Certain departmental organizational features 
and procedures might also make more likely that a department would attend better 
to its undergraduate assignment. 
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An interesting finding of our study was the significance in the history of 
some departments of a single prestigious figure -- quite often a chair/head -
who had assigned a high value to undergraduate ~eaching. Such historical acci
dents seemed the chief explanation of why today a particular department might be 
noteworthy because of its very conscientious attention to undergraduate 
teaching. The tradition and expectation in certain units are simply that 
undergraduate instruction must be done well and deserves the attention of all 
members of the unit, including the most distinguished. 

Our very general analysis above and other conclusions from our surveys and 
discussion lead to the following recommendat~o.ns for increasing the number of 
departments that give high priority to quality undergraduate teaching/learning: 

15. 

Financial Rewards and Sanctions 

Upon occasion make non-recurring awards of $15,000 to $25,000 to five to 
seven departments judged to be offering undergraduate instruction of 
outstanding quality, to be used at the department's discretion for 
undergraduate teaching. 

This represents a direct, straightforward reward for doing outstanding 
work. Following from our view of what motivates departments, it is a 
logical, necessary first st~p. It is analogous, also, to the "meritorious 
department" awards of 1984. Those were based chiefly on national rankings, 
which mean research and scholarship and graduate training. We propose 
awards based on contribution to un~ergraduate instruction. (In Appendix A 
we attend, in a preliminary way, to the problem of appraising quality in 
this domain.) 

lo 

The Committee believes that lump sum soft-money awards are more 
appropriate than salary improvement awards (as used in the 1984 meritorious 
department program) for affecting departmental attention to undergraduate 
education; salary merit for outstanding teaching by individual faculty has 
been addressed in the previous section of this report. Though the awards 
are non-recurring, provision for carrying over beyond a fiscal year ought 
to be available to accommodate to uses that might benefit from that flexi
bility. The awards should be assignable to any expenditure that might make 
undergraduate teachi"ng in the departmt?nt even better (SEE, TA, faculty 
development, summer faculty salary, etc.). The Committee thinks that a 
given department should not be eligible for a second award until at least 
five years have elapsed. 
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16. Use the level of departmental attention to undergraduate instruction as an 
imoo~tant consideration 1n responding to any requests that departments make. 

This is the obverse of the immediately 'preceding recommendation, based 
on the simple principle that sanctions are also a logical part of a 
hard-headed evaluation system. Some departments, sometimes some of our 
best, in terms of some criteria, might be unmoved by the rewards cited in 

Recommendation 15. They need nudging in another way. Their rP.quests -
for whatever -- provide the opportunity to discuss their atte .. _ion to the 
quality of their undergraduate mission and, upon _occasion, to withhold 

approval pending evidence of needed imp7~~ement. 

17. Establish a Fund for Improving Departments' Instruction (FIDI) to receive 
comoetitive submissions for broad, department-wide instructional 
improvement projects. 

Recommendations 15 and 16 address, respectively, the departments that 
are outstanding in undergraduate teaching and the departments that appear 
not to be attending to it with adeq,~te vigor. This Recommendation (17) is 
to provide support for departments that present proposals for 
department-wide projects that c·ould make significant improvement in their 
undergraduate teaching, no matter their current ranking among departments 
in this mission. The emphasis on improvement would bias the selection of 
projects from departments outside the very best, thus offering a chance for 
good departments to become better. The projects might cover instructional 
methods or arrangement for a certa~n category of courses, equipment or 
materials, classroom or laboratory upgrading. Seldom would attention to a 
single course be a satisfactory proposal, unless, perhaps, it were the 
introductory course (or courses) and involved sevecal members of the 
department. The Committee self-consciously recommends a fund that differs 
from EDP and Small Grants, which have their own objectives, traditions, and 
limitations. FIDI is directed toward larger, department-wide projects that 
have the prospect of making significant, lasting improvement in the quality 
of undergraduate teaching and learning throughout a department. 
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Procedures, Organizational Arrangements 

18. Develop a set of departmental data that bear on undergraduate education 
and include full attention to the undergraduate mission of units in the 
University's formal, recurring departmental reviews. 

The Committee is aware that the recommended data collection is already 
under consideration in the Academic Vice President's office and that several 
colleges already have systematic information of this sort about their 
departments. The recommendation therefore repre~ents approval and 
encouragement rather than a new insight. Our study does convince us of the 
usefulness of such data in stimulating d~partmental attention to this 
obligation. The kinds of data that an institution collects on itself 
signal its values and reinforce the activities of its members, most 
especially if such data are brought forward when a unit'c requests are 
under consideration. Appendix A. Evaluation Quality, has some suggestions 
on this topic. 

The Committee knows also that the undergraduate mission is part of the 
recurring departmental reviews the University conducts, which originated in 
and are still largely led by the Graduate School. We have some concern 
that the part of the review that addresses undergraduate questions may not 
receive the emphasis it sho~ld. A critic·al study of protocol and 
procedures, with this concern in mind, could likely reveal changes that 
could give better balance to the review and could assist this praiseworthy 
University program to have a signi;icantly greater effect than it now does 
on the quality of undergraduate teaching. 

19. Encourage every college to have a faculty-student~ommittee whose charge 
includes overview of instruction and to include attention to instruction 
in the portfolio of some administrative officer of the college. 

A system for continuous attention to instruction has more potential for 
improving instruction than any set of recommendations that a single group 
could bring forward at a given time. This recommendation is directed to 
that end. Direct student involvement in such a system incre&ses the 
likelihood that appropriate problems and good solutions will be considered. 

20. Encourage everv department with a significant undergraduate mission to 
have a faculty-student committee whose charge includes instruction as a 

~- primary focus and to desi~nate a Director of Undergraduate Studies. The· 

.. ~ 

..... 
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Director of Underzraduate Stucies should have the same status and appoint
ment arrangements as those of the Director of Graduate Studies. 

This recommendation brings to the department level the system 
previously recocmended for each college; the decisions on instruction that 
reach studen~s most directly are those made in the departments. The 
recommendation seeks also to institutionalize the standing of undergraduate 
studies, as represented in the Director of Undergraduate Studios, as 
co-equal with graduate studies in the affairs of the departme ___ • 
(Obviously this applies only to units with both assignments.) 

21. Include specific attention to the member's teaching activities in the 
annual departmental review of each faculty member that determines salary 
for the next year, following a set of departmental procedures that outline 
how instructional contributions are to be appraised. 

Procedures that could easily be extended to monitor this recommendation 
are already in place, i.e., the Aca~emic Vice President's request of May 28, 
1985, to departments to submit documents that articulate with reasonable 
specificity the indices and standards used to evaluate whether candidates 
meet criteria (for tenure). The sex-neutral statements concerning hiring, 
promotion and tenure, and salary adjustmeats are similarly available. All 
these documents are subject to review by both deans and the Vice President, 
and certainly monitoring of compliance follows logically from this review. 

22. Encourage departments to give £acuity members differential assignments 
among the several faculty obligations, especially as this might be 

appropriate at different times in a career. ·~. 

The Committee takes the view that the total department rather than 
each faculty member carries responsibility for the full range of 
disciplinary obligations. This view opens the opportunity for the depart
ment to use its faculty talents maximally and to increase overall produc
tivity by differential assignments among department members. Withou·t 
retreating in any way from the principle that we want all our teachers to 
be scholarly and all our scholars to teach, we do observe, nevertheless, 
that some faculty members are better than others at certain kinds of 
teaching, sooe respond with more enthusiasm to service opportunities, some 
are superior in organizing research projects, some are outstanding in 
writing or artistic creations. 
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For s~rne, these differences -- ~n originality, ene~gy, enthusiasm, 
experience, and interest -- change over time. It is sometimes wise to 
permit some £"acul ty members to concentrate :.more on the areas of their 
special strengths and interests, without however discontinuing altogether 
their participation in the usual full range of professorial duties. The 
results: higher morale and greater effort by individual faculty members 
and more total contributions to University missions from the department. 

Increasing the Probability of "Historical Accidents" 

The following two recommendations are directed toward increasing the 
probability of "historical accidents", the significance in the histories of many 
departments attached to the attitude toward undergraduate teaching of 
heads/chairs or other prestigious members of the unit. We have to increase the 
number of faculty in those categories who value undergraduate teaching highly. 
The Committee does not believe that this value is often a serious consideration 
when chairs/heads are appointed or when retention cases are considered. If 
deans and the Vice President want more departments to rank undergraduate 
teaching higher, they must be mindful of .. that goal when they appoint unit heads 
or determine how hard to fight retention threats. 

23. Evaluate seriously and criticallv the values of prospective heads/chairs 
concerning undergraduate teaching, as par·t of the review process leading to 
possible appointment. 

24. Make dedication and contributions to undergraduate instruction a signifi
cant factor in appraising a colleauge who presents a retention challenge. 

Barriers and Impediments, Services and ~acilities 

The Committee's chief identification of and recommendations concerning 
barriers and impediments and services and facilities were recorded under section 
1 of the report, because they relate more logically to individual instructors 
than to departments as instructional units. Establishing specific budget lines 
for certain instructional funds, Recommendation 12, does however relate 
especially to departmental control, responsibility, and accountability. The 
same is true of teaching assistant positions, Recommendation 13, though the 
recommendation was made in connection with the needs of individual instructors. 
We are adding a second recommendation on the critical issue of adequate 
classrooms, though Recommendation 11 covered some aspects; the second 
recommendation, next, below, is particularly department-related. One additional 
barrier problem is addressed in Recommendatipn 26 • 
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25. Give to every department a priority assignment claim to some classrooms 
and assign as manv classrooms as possible in this way to some department. 
Such assignments should carry responsibility and authority for supervision 
and maintenance. 

The rationale of this recommendation is that a sense of ownership would 
lead to a sense of responsibility; consequently classrooms and their 
equipment would be better supervised. The Committee was quitP surprised at 
the extent of criticism of classrooms revealed in its study. 
Recommendation 11 addresses general upgrading anq refurbishment. The 
present recommendation gets at maintenanc.e, through helping users feel more 
directly responsible and by giving them.diearer lin~s for reporting 
problems. A good number of rooms already are assigned for many hours to 
given departments, but there is no labeling of that fact to suggest the 
sort of arrangement here proposed. Using a term such as 11priority 
assignment", as many classrooms as can qualify (by being used heavily by a 
given department) should be identified with that department. The 
department would have responsibility and authority to channel complaints 
and difficulties to the proper offices, and their faculty members who use 
the rooms would more likely issue appropriate admonitions to student users 
about proper regard for the facilities. This has the advantage chiefly of 
lessening the anonymity and.randomness t~~t currently exist. The proposal 
could be tried on a sample basis to test out whether the Committee's 
hypotheses are correct. If they hold up, the University could move toward 
so assigning as many rooms as possible. We are not suggesting a change in 
central University scheduling, thoagh a priority goal of that scheduling 
would be, under this policy, to concentrate a given department's classes in 
a smaller number of rooms. Some loss in efficient use of rooms, which 

·c. 
likely could result, is believed to be as a sacrifice worth making in order 
to improve maintenance. 

26. Determine acceptable faculty-student ratios needed ·for departments to 
accomplish their mission. 

This judgment requires careful study of a department's policies. 
practices, and efficiencies in use of current resources and also deter
mination of the number of student who ought to be served. In some cases 
the insurmountable barrier to a department's offering quality teaching is 
an impossible faculty-student ratio. Positive attention to every other 
recommendation made in this report will not be adequate to accomplish ~ 
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quality ceaching if the faculty-student ratio lS simply unrealistic. Such 
a judgment about a department can not be lightly made; certainly it can not 
be based only on the claim of the departme~t. Comparative studies 
(involving appropriate other departments, both here and elsewhere) must be 
conducted and attention must be given to the department's policies and 
efficiency. _The review must identify the number of students to be served. 
If the conclusion of this kind of careful study reveals a totally unsatis
factory faculty-student ratio, faculty positions must be added or student 
enrollments controlled if quality teaching is the goal. 

Section 3 
0 ir:· 

INCREASING THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO GIVE 
HIGHER PRIORITY TO QUALITY UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING/LEARNING 

We indicated earlier that "There is probably no single action the 
University might take that would influence more faculty members to give higher 
priority to quality undergraduate teaching than to increase the proportion of 
students who desire it and are prepared to benefit from it.•• Students play_as 
significant a role as faculty in determining standards, expectations, and the 
general ambience of an institution. The most _important stimulus to stud.ents' 
seeking quality learning is a faculty that gives it a very high priority. The 
two quite obviously are in a reciprocal and reinforcing relationship. When 
either is improved, the other improves. The first section of this report made 
recommendations for increasing the num~er of faculty who give higher priority to 

-quality undergraduate teaching and learning. What can be done, beyond that, to 
increase the number of students with the same interestt 

Almost anything that makes the University a better place, that contributes 
to better student morale, makes more likely that students will attend more 
seriously to their academic pursuits. A service as remote from the classroom as 
parking, a facility as central to intellectual life as the library 
--Lnprovements in either can increase the number of students who give higher 
priority to learning. The Task Force on the Student Experience attended to the 
broad range of student life in the University, and its recommendations covered 
every facet. 
Teaching and 
actions that 
bring to the 
the level of 

Twenty-two ·recommendations, indeed, are listed under "Quality of 
Learning." In this context we have sought to identify University 
bear most directly on student motiv~tion, the things most likely to 
campus students who have strong academic interests and to increase 
academic achievement of those who come. 
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There are no tricks or special formulae for this task. We need simply to 
emphasize publicly our interest in such students, offer attractions for them to 
come, make it true that we are a good place for :,them, bel p them to benefit 
maximally from our numerous strengths, and minimize the barriers with which we 
and they are burdened in our University. The following five recommendations 
represent our best judgment on how to increase the number of students giving 
high priority to quality learning. We disregard whether some similar 

recommendations were in the Student Experience Task Force report; _.,.,_ey are our 
independent conclusions and if they overlap, they have more force ~'iereby. 

27. Decribe clearly, through official documents, statements by University and 
~ollege officers, meetings, and individ~al intervie~s, the characteristics 
of the students we especially seekS' to serve. 

I 

This step seems well under way -- notably in the President's Focus 
document and in the work of the Carson recruiting project -- but it is so 
fundamental to an institution's influencing the character of its student 
body that it must be included in our report. The Committee believes that 
the best way to describe the students we seek is "students who want a _ 

~andin~lity education" ~ather than the sometimes used shorthand, ...) 
"high ability." The emphasis ought to be on the student's aspirations. 
Such emphasis speaks to the_openness of the University and answers directly 
the charge of elitism which arises upon occasion. We interpret the 
President's message to be just what we endorse; others representing the 
University should be so guided. The general characteristic should be 
supplemented by specification of the kinds of academic background we want 
students to bring, as demonstration of their interest as well as of their 
qualifications. This also is under way; for example, in CLA's second 
language standard and IT's mathematics standard. ~> 

News releases from the University, the University's orientation program 
for new students, statements by University and coll.ege officers and faculty 
must give constant reinforcement to this picture of the University student 
we seek to serve. 

28. Offer merit scholarships, financial aid, employment opportunities, and 
other awards and recognitions that are competitive with those of other 
institutions. 

This recommendation simply recognizes that extrinsic awards play a part ...) 
in students' academic motivation and that most college choices are heavily 
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influenc~d by financial considerations; strong, highly motivated students 
usually receive inducements from several institutions. It also is the case 
that hours taken for employment are hours ~ken from study; part-time work 
is one of the chief interferences with academic performance. If 
outstanding scholastic achievement brings direct financial reward through 
scholarships -- or at least through University employment, with its 
relatively high rate of pay, convenient on-campus location, and (often) 
further learning opportunities -- then students have strong reasons to rank 
their college learning higher. The University appears already to be 
attacking this problem now for the first time on a broad-scale basis; the 
recommendation is included for complete9efs and to reinforce those efforts. 

Recognition programs, at departmental, ~ollegiate, and University, 
levels, that relate directly to scholastic performance or that include 
scholastic performance among their criteria and also post-baccalaureate 
awards and competitive graduate and professional school entries stimulate 
undergraduate stude~ts to do their best. They deserve the faculty and 
staff time necessary to make them well-known and to improve the quality of 
selection. 

29. Utilize more extensively "learn.ing communities" and ''active learning" as 
significant models for motivating student quality learning • . 

This is not a report, basically, on how to teach better, though there 
is an informal appendix of that title. Rather it centers on how to 
encourage more faculty members, mo~e departments, and more students to give 
a higher priority to quality teaching and learning. Two basic orientations 
or values in teaching are so significant in motivating student learning, 
however, that they are included as recommendations~in the body of the 
report. Learning communities refer to any ways students can be brought 
together outside of classes in groups in which intellectual activities are 
the focus. This can happen in dormitories, fraternities and sororities, 
religious foundations, academic department student organizations, clubs, 
forums and discussion groups, retreats, and the like. When a faculty 
member can become part of the group, even on a short-term basis, s/he has 
an especially propitious teaching opportunity. In the ideal, the whole 
University is a lea~ning community, but the values are most likely to be 
realized in an institution this large in smaller assemblies, each held 
together by shared interests. 
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Active learning refers to that range of teaching/learning strategies that 
make more likely students' engagement with the materials of a course-
snall group student discussions, cooperati~e learning, intensive writing, 
peer criticism, independent projects, extensive instructor evaluation. 

In both these paradigms, student activity and student interaction with 
fellow students and with the subject matter are emphasized. Learning -
especially long-retained learning -- 1s enhanced, largely becP~se students 
are more strongly motivated to learn. 

30. Set high expectations for student performance • 
.. ..:. 

Since students will seldom do more than expected, if we wish them to 
rank their academic commitment high, we must set the expectation that they 
do so. It seems likely that under the pressure of more and more students 
having heavier and heavier employment hours and other outside obligations, 
standards have in some courses declined. Certainly the grade inflation of 
the last few years, here and elsewhere, can be documented. Instructors 
need to review their course demands .. against the Senate definition that a 
credit calls for three hours of work a week for a quarter -- whether in ~ 
class, library, laboratory, intern site, or home study. Thus a four credit 
course would involve twelve hours of work a week, three 1n class, say, and 
nine of "homework." A 15-credit regis tra"tion calls for 45 hours a week; 
going to college full-time is a full-time job. 

31. Encourage and support good academic advising services. 

Students achieve best when they are in courses closest to their 
interests, taught in ways in keeping with their p~eferred learning styles, 
and directed toward long-range academic objectives most compatible with their 
abilities and goals. With help also in understanding the lasting values of 
the liberal education that is part of every University degree, they can 
approach their non-specialized study more positively. Good advising is 
necessary to accomplish these purposes. Students need well-informed and 
interested faculty advisers, supplemented, as necessary, by college office 

·advisers and, for many students, by experts in the University Counseling 
Center. Full and updated information on courses, majors, college require
ments, and graduation outcomes is an essential tool of a good advising 
system. 
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Offer oualitv undergraduate teachin~. 

Our last recommendation may seem a tautology. It captures the 
reciprocity of teaching and learning. If we want students who are more 
motivated to learn, we must teach them weq. If students are more motivated, 
faculty members are more likely to find teaching rewarding. Better learners 
make for better teachers; better teachers make for better learners. It is 
a good note ~n which to conclude our list of ways to increase the number of 
faculty members, of departments, and of students who set a high priority on 
quality teaching and learning. 

Barriers and Impediments, Services and Facilities 

Students motivated to do outstanding aca~emic work, to meet high 
expectations, in courses and programs to their liking nevertheless sometimes 
encounter barriers and impediments to attaining their goals and sometimes are 
without the services and facilities needed to succeed. The Task Force on the 
Student Experience covered this whole range of difficulties and services. These 
topics are not central to this report's emphasis on motivation, important 
through they are in their own right. Consequently we do not address them again, 
but rather commend and endorse the Task Force findings. Two of those 
recommendations that are especially important to student morale and better 
learning, and not covered in other sections of this report. are (1) budgetary 
flexibility and staff resources .to minimize closed section problems and 
(2) classroom related and non-classroom space·-that makes easier student-student 
and student-instructor interaction. 

CONCLUDING STATEMENT 

The Committee determined that its best contribution to improving the 
quality of undergraduate teaching and learning, in the-context of the many 
recent University reports that address that same objective one way or another, 
was to make recommendations that would increase the numbers of faculty members 
of departments, and of students assigning a higher priority to that goal. These 
numbers can be increased by a_ttending to the incentives and rewards that operate 
with teachers, with departments, and with students. In addition, there are 
barriers and im-pediments in the way and services and facilities that can help. 
Removing the former and improving the latter also increase the numbers. 

The report consists-of thirty-two recommendations, actions that can make 
quality undergraduate teaching and learning more likely. They vary in impor
tance and potential impact. They very in ease of accomplishment. They vary 
also in costs. Some simply suggest different ways of doing things, different 
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values; there are no costs. Others call for redirection of some resources. The 
Committee did not make financial concerns central to its considerations, though 
it was not unmindful that University resources '!ire always under pressure. In 
general the costs are minimal, in the context of the total University budget. 
The Committee believes that they are sound recommendations, that they are 
doable, and that they have only modest costs. Their adoption would improve the 
quality of undergraduate teaching and learning -- if the University wishes to do 

that. 

That is the central question: Does the University want higher quality 
unde~graduate teaching and learning? The que$tion is n~t rhetorical. It 

' ~-

concerns prior1.t1es. Of course we can have a·: better undergraduate program. We 
have to determine whether we will do the things necessary to accomplish that 
goal. 

As the thirty-two recommendations are reviewed, by the undergraduate 
deans, by the Academic Affairs vice presidents, by the President, by University 
and college committees, and by departments, those considering each recommen
dation must apply in each case the priority they assign to quality undergraduate 
teaching and learning. Those are b~sic value judgements. ~ 

The Committee has recommended bow to improve the quality of undergraduate . -- . 
teaching and learning. Others must now decide whether to give that improvement 
the priority those actions require. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Evaluating Quality 

B. Suggestions for Improving Teaching and Learning 

C. Procedures and Survey Results* 

*Survey results are attached only to the original of the 
report, on file in the Academic Vice President's office. 
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Committee on Quality Undergraduate Teaching and Learning 

EVALUATING QUALITY 

The Committee's recommendations have been directed toward increasing the 
number of faculty members, of departments, and ~f students who give a higher 
priority to quality teaching and Learning. Omis.Sion of the modifier - quality 
--would likely not have changed a single recommendation. A higher priority for 
teaching and learning leads naturally to attention to quality. But can we make 
any comments on quality, specifically applied to teaching and learning, that 
might be useful in considering the recommendations that we are presenting? We 
were never certain that what we could bring together and agree upo· .on this 
topic would necessarily contribute significantly to the goals of our report. 
Since we did spend a great deal of time on the topic, ·however, and since the 
issue.of quality almost inevitably arises in'd~scussions.of teaching, we add 
this short section of observations. 

The Committee elected, finally, not to seek a consensus -- forced, under 
the best of circumstances -- on what constitutes quality teaching. Some 
descriptive phrases were generally accepted -- enthusiasm, love of the 
discipline, mastery of material, care and respect for students, attention to a 
range of student-instructor interaction ~pportunities and student performances, 
high expectations. But a brief, succinct definition would do violence to 
variety, which was the term that came closest to receiving unanimous 
endorsement; there are many, many ways to offer high quality instruction. A 
state-of-the-art Guidebook for Evaluating Teaching (Measurement and Research 
Division, Office of Instructional Resources, University of Illinois, 1983) 
represents well what this Committee also concluded: "Based on a review of the 
research on teaching at the collegiate ~evel, no universal definition of 
effective or good teaching exists. The history of research on teaching is rich 
and complex, and the net result of the research reflects a diversity of 
conclusions as much as a consensus. Thus no one defini~ion is advocated as the 
standard against which all teaching is to be compared." 

Evaluation can be directed, it ~s generally agreed,_ either at the process 
of instruction or at the products, the outcomes, of instruction. Much more 
attention has been given to the former, both at this University and elsewhere. 
The latter -- appraising the results of instruction, how students change in 
their knowledge, skills, attitudes -- is more difficult, more expensive, and 
especially hard to relate to a particular instructional experience. Assessing 
general outcomes of coll~ge study (a project that the University currently has 
under consideration) has a great many virtues, .but obtaining useful information 
specifically about the quality of instruction is not likely to be one of the 

(., results. 
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The "eport from the Senate Committee on Educational Policy, in June, 1984, 
addressed to the Senate Consultative Committee and to Vice President John 
Wallace, was titled "Recommendations Concerning:.the Evaluation of Teaching 
Quality." Based on a two year study of that topic, it is a f-u!l and up-to-date 
account o: current University policies and practices on evaluation. Its seven 
recommendations, several of which overlap in spirit and intent if not in 
specifics with recommendations of our report, are written from the standpoint of 
evaluating quality. We append a copy (Attachment 1) and add our s~-ong 
endorsement. Though the topic was closely related to our charge, -~ did not 
believe desirable or appropriate carrying out another .such survey and report; 
the o~e at hand was most thoughtfully and car~fully -- a~d recently -- done. 

Evaluating the quality of departmental attention to undergraduate 
instruction posed a somewhat different problem. Here there seemed to be no 
established policies, few precedents, little experience. It was a question not 
so much of agreeing on a single definition -- we never got close to that issue 
-- as of developing a list of activities that seemed to characterize departments 
that give high priority to their undergraduate teaching mission. Since the 
state-of-this-art seems very low indeed,··we content ourselves with a checklist .'\ 
that might be applied to a departme~t, with the expectation that a department ~ 

with many affirmative checks is more likely to be offering quality undergraduate 
instruction than one with few. tt this stage, however, we offer no weighting 
system, and a single missing check might negate a long battery of pluses. It is 
a crude and very preliminary instrument. (Attachment 2) 

Evaluating the quality of students~ learning-- which, on average, 
represents fairly well the priority they give it, though there are certainly 
other variables that significantly influence performance in individual cases 
is the quality question with which a university is most comfortable. We do it 
all the time; we have to feel at least some modest satisfaction with an activity 
so often· repeated. The Committee has no special insights or criticisms, except, 
perhaps, to observe that the range of learnings evaluated is typically quite 
restricted. We would know a great deal more about the quality of student 
learning and, not so incidentally, about the quality of teaching if 
end-of-course evaluations of students explore many more kinds of learning 
through much more diversified evaluation instruments. 
other interinstitutional ·evaluation devices also have 
(the University Assessment Project comes to mind), if 
other good educational research methods are observed. 

Standardized tests and 
potential in this area 
adequate controls and 
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The Co~ittee conside~s its attention to the quality issue to have been 
cursory, or at least not at the level of its work on motivation, rewards, 

incentives, barrie:-s, and services. As we inter,preted ou:- charge, it seemed 
less important at this stage than the matters that we studied. As our 
recommendations are considered and, when accepted, carried forth, certainly 
there will be need to do more work on "quality." We believe it is best done in 
the context of particular recommendations -- more relevant to some than to 

others -- rather than as a general, stand-alone assignment. 

·eo 
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Attachment 1 
Appendix A 

1-{~'7]~ ; UNIVERSITY OF MIN~ESOTA , Department of Phrloso;>hy 
:;:..1 I j : TWIN CITIES 355 Ford Hall 

224 Church Street S E 
Mrnneapolis. M•nneso:a 55455 

DATE: 

ro: 

FRCM: 

June 22, 19 84 

Professor John Howe, Chairpersoo 
· Senate <:alsultative carmittee (SO:) 

Professor John Wallace, Assistant Vice Pres~ent 
for Undergraduate Education 

Professor Michael Root, Chairperscn 
Senate Ccmnittee en Educatic."lal Policy CSCEP> 

·Gloria M. Williams, Olairperson 
· . Subcc:mn.i ttee en ~~e Qu~i ty of Instructicn 

• ./ 

sua:TE:l': Recaanendations Calceming the Evaluation of Teaching ~ity J_ 

In resp::nse to a September 1982 letter of request fran Professor Patricia. 
S¥-'an, the"l Olai.rpersoo-Elect of sa:, a subccmnittee of SCEP was formed to be9in 
an ex.a:nination of the issues addressed in the Brasted Task Force Reoort en 
Developing and Encouraging EXcellence in Teaching acce~..ed by the Orli versi ty 
Se:late in 1978. Attached to Professor Swan's letter were t:«e other dOC".:r.e.."lts. 

The first of these was a letter (June 9, 1982t fran Preside."lt c. Pete: 
Magrath req-..Jesting ~~at SO: review the University's efforts to evaluate and 
imprO\r·e the quality of undergraeuate instruction. Several issues/questions 
which he thooght shruld be addressed included (1) ha..~ to maintain the quality of 
our teaching progra.rr.s, <2> what are the problems and .o~rtunities associated 
with the use of teaching assistants, (3) are there better ways to consolidate 
and use our teaching and evaluation system, and (4) horJ C3n the c;u3lity of 
teaching be take.'l into acccunt in the processes by which pranoticn and tenur,e 
and tr.e.rit pay decisims are zr.ade? 

The seccnd attac.'":r.ant (August 1982) was a series of follcw-cp questions to 
the 1978 Braste:j Task ·Force Retx>rt which focused on the follc::wing issues/ 
questicns: Cl> hew course/instruction evaluation takes place and \.no is in
volved, (2) -...·hat is the role of the University carmunity in the i:nprovere..,t of ' 
instructic:o, <J> in what \ways is teaching quality recognized at all levels cf 'fttll 
perscn."'lel cecisicn :ukir.g within t..'"le University, and (4J hew is instruct.icnal 
evaluation integrated wi~'1 activities such as advising to assist st~ent 
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c.':= ices? F\:::..~er cc:-:-espcr.de."'lce wi ~~ Dr. Patricia S\orcm di:-ected t.'"le SC":":) sut
commi~tee to ~xa~ne the question, ·~~at is_the status of evaluation of teac~in; 
(c-.•e: the pas: five years) s.L"'lce ~~e 1978 Brasted report?". 

Gloria Williar.s is the Clair of the SCEP Subccm:littee that has e.~-:U.ned 
t.~ese c;..1esticns. '!his su.b=arrnittee net many times during 1982-83 and Professor 
Willia.-:-s ca.r:-ied the \or'Ork of the subccmnittee forward throoch this academic 
yea:. 'Ibis spring Professo:- Williams presented her sub-catiUi.ttee's repo:-t to 
seE?, seE? discussed the rep:l:-t and follc:wing that disClSsicn ·:-eed to the 
followL"'lg respcnse to Professor Swan's letter. 

. The Ccmnittee's resp::nse does not offer an answer to each of the c;uestiCX'lS 
raised by either President 1-'..agrath or Prof-essor 8\owan.- 'nle Ccmni.ttee decided 
that it would be better to focus en a few ·topics than to disc:uss many. 'Ihe 
Ccm:U.ttee decided to focus CXl the evaluation of instructioo fer the ptUpOSe of 
course ~:-overent. 'While a gocd deal of attentiCXl and•effort has been given to 
the evaluaticn and rating of instructors for the ;:urpcse o: personnel decisions, 
it is the Ccmni.ttee's view, that students are likely to gain JrCre when evalu
ation is centrally fOC".lSed CXl t."le improvement of a course than whe.'l it is 
centrally focused on a rating of the course instr.1ctor. 'Ihe central point of 
the Cait:U.ttee' s respcnse to Professor Swan's letter is a> that evaluation 
shcul.d CJ:-e often be designed for course improvenent, bl that the Uni~ersity 
shc:ulc cake the advance:te..'"lt of the evaluatioo of instruction for the Pl-"'"POSe of 
course L-::provement part of the planning theme of in;>rori.ng the uncer;rac:.:ate 
experie:'lce and c) responsibility for advancing the evaluatia1 of inst--.ouction 
£0!' the pJrpCSe of C'O.lrse improvement shoold l::e a central respc::nsibility of the 
Office of tne Assistant Vice President for -undergraduate Educatic:n. 

1. Generally speaking, each faculty member and depart::ent 
engages in sane form of evaluation of instructional 
quality. ~equality of instruction is assessed L'l 
different •o~~rays throughout the University, but inte.."'Vie\oo-s 
with faculty members and ad:ninistratO!'S i.n CIA, rr, the 
Schools of Architecture, Iaw and Journalism indicate that 
units are in canpliance with the 1974 Senate Policy on 
the Evaluation of Teaching (t-1ay 30, 1974) that eve...-y 
faculty I:'IE:mber- evaluate in sane 'io.'aY or another at least 
~ course per year. 

2. FE."wo/ Colleges or departments in the University have followed 
t."le other recarrnendaticns of the 1974 Senate Policy. In 
particular, the PoliC'J rec:::mnended that COllegiate and de
part:nental units a) develop a plan for c:aq:ulsory evalU3-
ticn of all t.:-'1dergr:!duate cou.r!:es beginning 1975-76 and 
bl develop faculty perforr.anc~ agreements that clearly 
state the criteria upoo which fac-.1lty will be judged at the 
end of the stated ter.n of agr~.ent. These plans ar.d 
agreenen ts have not beo_n de\·elcped, and the cer.bers of this 
C~ittee co not he:-e prcpose to endorse su~ ~fo~ce 
agreements. However, the fact that little or no effort 
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has bee.'1 rrade to in;>l~_nt these Se.'1ate reo::rnnendations 
points to a general prcblen that faces University Senate 
resolutions: no one has a respcinsibility to acknowledge 
let alone follow the reccrnmendaticns rnoved by the Se.~ate. 
The Carmi ttee discovered t."'lat few Deans or Central Admin
is:rative ~ficers were eve.~ aware of the 1974 Senate 
Policy and 1978 Senate Report and learned that the Senate 
has no procedures for advancing its reccmnendaticns or for 
seeing that its policies are understood, taken sed .:sly 
or i.trplere.'1ted by Vice-Presidents, Deans or Depart:!Ia;at HeadS. 

'lbere are three main PJIPOSe5 which evilluaticn cf teaching 
quality serves within the Uni,v~sity. '!bey are Cl> the 
p.lrpOSe of making personnel decisions and, in particular, 
for making prCJn:)tioo and tenure or salary/merit decisions, 
(2) the purpose of improving courses or ~ing the per
formance of instructors and ( 3) the purpose of aiding 
students in COJrSes and in teacher selectia1. Different 
procedures are used by different academic tmits to aca::m
plish one or mre of these p1rpc::ses, but evaluation of 
teaching guali ty is generally directed t:o.1ard personnel 
decisions. Central Admin~stration is priirarily interested 
in evaluation of instruction at the thne of tenure and 
pranotion reviews. Here there are University guidelines 
fer hcrw teaching is to be evaluated and the role that 
evaluation of the quality of person's teaching is to play 
in depa.rtJnentali Collegiate and-University decisicns. 

less attention has been given to the evaluatiat cf i.nstructicn 
for salary/merit increases. In a letter of April 17, 1984 
to Provosts, Deans, Oepar.t::rnent Heads, Vice Preside."lts Reller 
and Vanselc:M explained that salary and merit cecisions 
shruld be based en judgmt'"-nts of teaching qual.i ty and e.'t
ceptional or unusual teaching acccmplis~"lts shoold be a 
basis for merit increases. Horwever, there eo net appear to 
be any standards or procedures like those offered by the 
Koffler-Ibele memorandum to describe how this should be done, 
and no formal reviE!'w"S to assure that Colleges and depart
ments base salary/merit increases on teaching quality. 

Evaluation of co'.Jrses/teaching to aid stude1t:s in decision
~aking was the purpose of the Student Course Info~ticn 
Project (SCI?>. 'nloogh the project was approved by the 
Senate on March 29, 1979, there has been no student ~·ey 
since 1981. 

Sa.le depart:r.ents have cevelcped progran:s for evaluating 
teaching for the purpose of course Ur,provement. Dnpressive 
a.'l"Ct'lg these is a progra:n developed by the Cep3:tnent o£ 
'AI:Jrcr.cr.ry and Plant Ge.'1etics. Evaluation of t:eaching in 
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t.~is u.~i t bcludes all c:::c:ses and bcludes self-evaluation, 
st:.!dent evaluation a.'1d pee,. evaluation. 'nJe aLil is not to 
rate t..'1e instr-Jctcrs bJt to discoyer ways to in;:>rcve the 
inst.."'"Uct.or' s co.l:'se or sane feature of his instruction. 
Salary and rrerit i.'1cre:ases are base:3 oo effort and success 
at rraking these irr;?rovenents. 

"nle history of the Oni versi ty 1 s supp:rt for instructional 
in:provenent is uneven. .An interesting prcx; ... am supp:--..e:l 
by F. I. P. S. E. and directEd by Clyde Parker of the ci. -lege 
of EducatiCX'l languisne::l after the F.I.P~.E. DXX'ley ran 
cut. RJ.ssell Burris 1 s ccnsultinq qrc::up received mixed 
review fran the faculty who have worked wi-th the group. 
The EducatiCX'lal Devel~t Pro3ram and Snal J Grants Pro-
gram have supp:xted many efforts to develop cr improve 
undergraduate or qraduate cc::urse. 'lhis sua:crt seems to 
have greatly enCOJraged-and aided facul:y in &!veloping 
n~ and innovative c::o1rses, and in streoqtbening older and 
established courses. Ec:Mever, both of these programs appear 
to be uneerfunded and neither of the prOJ!a!ZS provide faculty 
with sumner salary for EducatiCXlal devel:opnent as the Graduate 
School provides facul.ty with sumner salaey fer research. 'lhe 
Northwest Area Program en Active Learning also sesns to have 
been a great success •. ibe aims of the px:ogn:m are most im
po..~t ooes: to help students learn heM to learn, to help 
then to be IIDre active in the c:lassrcxm and t:c enccuraqe then 
to work c:ollaboratively a1 projects that dralil CXl a nl:nber of 
their skills. 'lbe Bush Sabbatical Program bas given another 
b:::cst to interest in teachL."lq. Projects Sll,RlCrted by the 
Bush Sabbatical Program aust pranise to ~e undergraduate 
educatioo and not merely to advance a facul.t¥ member's research 
interests. '!his provisiCXl of the Program aa;>ears to be taken 
very seriously by these who ad:ninister the Pr03ram. John 
Wallace is to be can-ue1ded for his work en be.l-)al£ of both 
the Bush Pro;ram and t.~e Northwest Area Prcgram. 

8. llrportant in suppor+...ing quality instructicn are symb::>ls and 
awards. A nu:nber of University faculty have woo teaching 
awards fran t."leir prcfessicna.l societies fez outstandi."lg 
c:ontriootions to c;raduate or undergraduate educaticn, blt 
as irnp:>:ta."lt if not zro::e i:np::>rtant, is the thiversity's 
interest in teaching .wards. Faculty should receive as 
much reco;nitioo and reward fran the Unive:csi.ty for pro
fessimal recognitioo or awards for teachi..-.; as they do for 
professional reco;:liticn for research. Very ilr;ortant .are 
t.'1e Uni·Jersi ty' s 0o1r1 a· .. '2.rds for teaching es:::ellence. Sane 
Colleges offer such awares, others do not. Every College 
shru.ld offer tea.chi:lq a~orards. At· the all-university level, 
ccntri:Cticn to quality L"'lst-""'llctim is rewa-...-;:le:i and recog
nize:i by the ~se-~..m:c:> Prog:-am. '!'his pro;ram is very well 

.. 
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a..=.-.inistered and no::-e a1d rrore prcminence has beo._n give.'1 to 
t."'lese awarcs withi:l t.~e University,,ComrJnity each year. 
Professor F. Tnar.as BeJ"lScn, Acting Director of the Ce.'1 ter 
for Educational Develo~t, is to be complimented for his 
efforts on behalf of the ~.orse-1\mxo Program as well as his 
efforts on be.~ of the Sr.all Grants Program and the EC!uca-
tional Devel~t Progra."n. ·· 

1. 'nle Senate Ccnsultative Ccmnit~ shculd deyelop a policy 
to support the actions and reccmiiendaticns taken by Uni ver
sity Senate. ~ aim of this policy would be to prCIX)te 
an administrative response to these recannendatioos and to 
praiCte administrative support for them. 'Ihe eolley should 
provide for periodic reviews of progress in implerentil"lg the 
recarmendations and, in sane cases at least, it should pro
vide for reports to the Senate of this progress. 

2. Each College and depa.rtrent shrul.d actively pranote and 
support the use of evaluation of instruction for the purpose 
of course improvement and curriculum developnent •. 

3. SUch evaluatiCXl shc:uld concentrate oo a) the aims and the 
organizaticn of a course, b) the_ course materials and c) the 
tas.1cs asked of the students, at least as rmlch as en the lec
tures or CXl the qualities of the instructor. 'lbe evaluatial 
of these features of the course should include peer evalua
tioo, thcugh the peer evaluaticn the Ccmnittee has in mind 
would not include classroail visits, for it appears to seEP 
that peer evaluation is IICst desirable in the evaluation of 
course design or o:::urse content and least desirable in the 
evaluation of classroom perfor.rnance. -

4. At present, there is no office in the University and no 
acacemic officer responsible for supporting and encouraging 
efforts to evaluate and ~rove the quality of instruction. 
This should be a· central responsibility of the Office for 
Undergraduate Education in Academic Affairs. 'lhe Assisbnt . 
Vice President for Undergraduate Education should receive 
each year frcr.~ the Dean of each College an accounting of 
efforts within the College to evaluate and Lmprove instruc
tion and efforts within the College to reco;nize and reward 
instructional excellence. ~e Assistant Vice President 
should s~7.marize and evaluate these efforts in an annual 
report to SCEP. 

5. 'Ibe Assistant Vice President for Undergraduate Frlucation 
should r.ake special effort to encourage ar:d support the 
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evaluat_on of instruction for the purpose of course i.cr;>rove
ment. He should provide financia~ and professional support 
to depa:-t:nent.s and faculty to assist then in this evaluation. 

6. The Assistant Vice Preside."1t for Undergraduate Fducation 
should purchase the time of faculty or graduate students 
in t..~e University who are experts on instructional i..rtprove
m=nt and who are willing to consult with inst-""'Uctors as 
part of a depa.rt:ren t' s or individual faculty aenber' plan 
to ~rove the quality of instruction. 'lbe Office c,.~,.· the 
Assistant Vice President shculd act as a referral office 
and should p.lblicize these c:pportuni tieS for advice and 
support as widely as possible. · ~· 

7. 'nle University shoold introduce a program of c.•tn~titive 
grants (similar to those provided through ~ research 
fell~hips) to faculty who wish to spend scme part of the 
sumner improving their ability to plan and present the 
highest quality o:ru.rses. 'Ihis program, each year, cculd 
decide to enp.'lasize Cr'le side of gocX! teaching. Sane years, 
for exarrple, the program could give priority to proposals 
to help faculty plan and p.t:esent courses that E!Dpha.size 
student writing: in other years, priority c:ould be given 
to proposals to help to plan and present c:a.u-ses that 
emphasize collaborative learning, or that ·enphasize the 
met."lo:is of inquiry. of the discipline or the way that the 
discipline resolves disagree:nen~ between experts. 'Ibis 
program would be part of an overall planning theme to 
insure adeq'..!ate support, recognition and rewards for ex
cellence in classrcx:m teaching. 
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Co~ittee on Qualitv Undergraduate Teaching/Learning 

Checklist for Departments 

Attachment 2 
Appendix A 

That Give a H1ah Priority to Quality Underaraduate Teaching and Learning 

Departments with the following characteristics are very likely to be 

giving a high priority to quality undergraduate teaching and learning. 

1. Chair/head has obvious strong interest in the unit•s ~•dergraduate 

mission. 

2. Prospective faculty appointments··are evaluated concerning their 

interest in and potential for undergraduate teaching. 

3. Promotion and salary merit procedures include significant 

attention to teaching performance. 

4. Unit has informal -- or formal -- monitoring system to assist 

_probationary faculty members in their teaching responsibilities. ~ 
5. Unit has a Director. of Undergraduate Studies who has same 

appointment arrangements as Director of Graduate Studies. 

6. Unit has an active committee on undergraduate studies whose 

membership includes some of the department•s most outstanding 

members. 

7. Undergraduate students are member.s of all appropriate committees. 

8. Unit has developed student instruction and. course rating form 

that is used regularly throughout the department, with emphasis 

on improving instruction. Unit norms in various categories of 

courses are available. 

9. Student instruction/course rating forms are administe~ed by 

someone other than instructor of the course. 
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10. The total undergraduate curriculum, both for majors and for all 

categories of stu~ents served, ;~.reviewed on a regular schedule. 

11. ihe introductory course (courses) is (are) given special, unit-

wide study from time to time. 

12. The unit regularly obtains from its graduating seniors -- or a 

sample of them-- appraisals of their experiences in·the de

partment and in the University. 
~ ;._ 

13. Undergraduate teaching resp~nsibilities are broadly shared among 

the full department membership. 

14. Unit (if it has teaching assistants) has organized, self-conscious 

training program for teaching assistants. 

15. Grading standards are discussed at departmental meetings and 

by-course gra.de distributions are known ... 

16 Instructors post and maintain office hours; a department .office 

provides back-up support to students looking for instructors. 

17. Unit has separate, identifiable budget item(s) for instructional 

equipment, supplies, services. 

18. Regularly up-dated and full course descfiptions -- which in-

clude instructional methods as well as course content are 

available to students in a departmental office. 

19. Unit has newsletter directed toward undergraduates. 

20. Unit has undergraduate student organization or one that under

graduates are encouraged to join. 

21. Unit has well publicized and easily available channel for re-

ceiving student complaints and grievances. 
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Committee on Quality Undergraduate Teaching and Learning 

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING TEACHING AND LEARNING 

The Committee determined that its best contribution to quality under
graduate teaching and learning, in the context of the several reports currently 
before the University and with careful consideration of the kinds of recommen
dations most likely to have a continuing and long-range effect, was to con
centrate on increasing the numbers of faculty, of departments, anc )f students 
who give high priority to it. We did not have as a Committee objective advising 
faculty how to teach better. That would likely have been beyond our competence 
and would in any event have taken more time 't~an our appointment period per
mitted. We did no studies and conducted no surveys directed to that end. 

Nevertheless we received many suggestions about how teaching might be 
improved. Most consultants whom we interviewed, and also colleagues whom we 
surveyed -- though the questions posed had other emphases -- took the occasion 
to make suggestions about good teaching, usually citing their own practicies 
that they had found successful. Students we consulted also bad things to say on 
this topic. We decided that such a rich mine of good ideas, based on the cumu- ·~ 

lative experience ~f some of our most distinguished faculty, ought to be more ~ 
broadly shared. We add to our ~eport, therefore, this brief appendix, 
publishing for the information of all these s~ggestions from colleauges about 
what has worked especially well for them in guiding the learning of their 
undergraduate students. 

Incidentally -- or not so incidentally -- use of the combination phrase 
"teaching and learning" was often commented upon as implying an emphasis par
ticularly important in thinking about teaching. When Qne focuses on the 
question of what do students learn, especially on what do they retain in the 
months and years after the course is concluded, one usually has to think again 
about what and how one teaches. 
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~ Basic, general suggestions 

Distribute at the first class meeting a syllabus and course procedures statement 
that includes: ··.t 

Course objectives; class assignments, with target dates 
Course outline; texts, other readings and activities 
Student evaluation procedures 
Name, office, office hours, phone(s) of instructor (and of 

assistants, if any) 

Obtain information about students: 
Relevant previous courses, why in this course, educational goals, 

.. ·"' 
credits earned, college(s), curreD"·t employment, phone, picture 

Give brief curriculum vitae: background, training, interests. 

Pre-test students on knowledge, attitudes relevant to the course. 

Begin and end class sessions on time. 

Include visual presentations and materials whenever useful. 

Emphasize student learning, and the range of learnings sought: knowledge, 
skills, attitudes. 

Suggestions about large classes 

Meet weekly with a small group of students from the class, to keep informed 
about how things are going. 

·c. 

Be available a few minutes immediately before and after class; seek 
appropriate meeting space if possible. 

Set aside question/answer period in most lectures; obtain written as well 
as oral questions. 

Provide supplementary-to-lecture-period question/answer sessions. 

Have recitation leaders (if class so organized) attend lectures and other
w1se maintain close relationship with progress of the class. 

Ask as much written work of students as staffing (for evaluation) makes 
possible. Consider frequent short assignments. 
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Visual aids: Use large, inch diameter ("Railroad") chalk, which makes 
more likely large writing on boards. Limit overhead transparencies 
to five lines at a time. 

Suggestio~s on student evaluation 

Develop an evaluation system that is fair, explicit, and distributed 1n 
writing. 

Return evaluated tests and papers to students. 

When possible, correct objective-type tests at once, "in class, for 
imm·ediate discussion. 

Offer extensive criticism of student work. 

Provide as many ways as possible for students to reveal their learning -
papers, essay tests, objective exams, oral presentations. oral questions. 
discussion. 

Call in for conference students who perform below a certain level on a test 
or assignment. 

Suggestions on course evaluation 

Direct course evaluation instruments toward course improvement. determining 
what is not going well (in student view). 

Use a "class committee" or group of students representing the class for 
continuing evaluation. ·c. 

Schedule some evaluation efforts early enough in the quarter to benefit 
the current class. 

Seek the criticism of colleagues on all aspects of course development and 
presentation. 

Obtain normative data for useful interpretation of certain kinds of student 
rating items; norms must be appropriate to the course being evaluated. 

Outline a systematic self-evaluation progr~m involving ratings by currently 
enrolled students, test performance of students, opinions of former 
students, criticisms of colleagues, review of audio/video tapes. 
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Su~2estions concern1ng active learning 

Break small classes as well as large classes into groups of two, three, 
four (or more) for special group assignments; during the regular class 
period or outside. 

Make some assignments to small groups all of whose members receive the same 
grade on the assignments. 

Have students' work critiqued by fellow students. 

Distribute class rosters with addresses, phone numbers, (pictures?) to make 
student interaction outside of class easier.. 
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PROCEDURES AND SURVEY RESULTS* 

The s1ze of the Committee (six members) and the term of its appointment (two ~ 
quarters) made impractical the execution of detailed and extensive surveys and 
studies. Fortunately there were available many University reports and findings, 
recent and relevant, bearing on teaching and learning. This background and the 
experience represented in the Committee formed ,the basis for framing questions 
put to the deans of the Twin Cities' undergradu~te colleges, to selected 
departments, and to a sample of faculty and distinguished colleagues who share a 
special interest in the mission of undergraduate education. With one exception, 
these surveys and.interviews were subjective, open-ended and qualitative, 
intended to elicit information that might complement the findings of other 
studies and that might inform Committee judgments. 

We list, following, the persons in these several categories whom we surveyed 
and the survey letters used. 

This appendix concludes with a summary o(>the responses. These summaries 
posed the usual difficulties one encounters in forcing open-ended, subjective 
statements into categories, but the Committee was satisfied that for its 
purposes the categorizations -- performed by staff member Stephen Lassonde -
were more than adequate. 

The following University colleagues were consulted either in meetings of the 
full committee or by subsets of the committee in office interviews: 

Individuals consulted by the Committee 

Robert Beck, Regents' Professor, Social and Philosophical Foundations of 
Education 
John Borchert, Regents' Professor, Geography .-
Shirley Clark, Professor, Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education and 
Higher Education 
Mary Corcoran, Professor, Educational Psychology and Higher Education 
Margaret Davis, Regents' Professor, Ecology and Behavioral Biology 
Darwin Hendel, Research Associate, Acaaemic Affairs 
John Howe, Professor, History, and former Chair of the Senate Consultative 
Committee 
Jack Merwin, Professor, College of Education, Chair of~Task Force to Facilitate 
the Scholarly Activities of the Faculty, and Chair, Senate Consultative 
Committee 
Betty Robinett, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Frank J. Sorauf, Professor, Political Science, and former Dean of CLA 
John Turner, Regents.' Professbr, Political Science 

Departments consulted by the Committee 

Department of Agronomy and Plant Genetics 
Department of History 
Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science 
Department of Political Science 

*Attachments and Survey Results are included only in the original of the report, 
on file in the Academic Vice President's Office. 
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Student co~sultations 

A secondary task of the Committee's charge was to increase the number of 
students who make quality teaching and learning a higher priority. Toward that 
end, the Committee held an open meeting soliciting the opinions of University 
students. Student organizations from various of the University's colleges 
represented the views of their student bodies. In addition, the .:ul ty and 
deans sitting on the Committee consulted with the intermediary boards of their 
colleges. Cathy Holder of the Student Ombudsman Service offered suggestions for 
the i~provement of undergraduate teaching b~s~d on a st~dy conducted by S.O.S. 

·regarding student grievances. Anne Truax of the Universi~y Women's Center 
presented to a committee member the views of the University's older ~han average 
female students. 

Sur~reys 

A. The following deans of the Twin Cities campus replied ~o the Committee's 
letter (attached) inquiring about college policies, practices, barriers, and 
impedUnents bearing on undergraduate teaching: 

B. 

C. Eugene Allen, College of Agriculture 
William E. Gardner, College' of Education 
E.F. Infante, Institute of Technology 
Jeanne T. Lupton, General College 
Keith McFarland, College of Home Economics 
Douglas C. Pratt, College of Biological Sciences 
Richard A. Skok, College of Forestry 
Peter Townley, School of Manag~ment 

The following department heads replied to the Committee's letter (attached, 
department letter "A") inquiring about department poli~:ies, practices, 
barriers and impediments bearing on undergraduate ~eaebing: · 

William R. Charlesworth, Institute of Child Development 
·· Edward Cushing, Ecology and Behavioral Biology 

Joanne Eicher, Design, Housing and Apparel 
Vernon Hendrix, Educational Policy and Administra~ion 
Herbert Johnson, Department of Agronomy 
Samuel Kirkwood, Department of General Biology 
Saouel Krislov, Department of Political Science 
St3nford Lehmberg, Department of History 
Lloyd Lofquist, Department of Psychology 
Richard Skaggs, Department of Geography 
Frederic Steinhauser, Social and Behavioral Sciences 
W.B. Sundquist, Department of Ag Economics 

C. The following department heads replied to the Committee's letter (attached, 
department letter "B") inquiring about department policies, practices, 
barriers and impediments bearing on undergraduate teaching: 
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Kent Bales, Department of English 
James Bowyer, Department of Forest Products 
Elwood Caldwell, Department of Food Science and Nutrition 
Charles Campbell, Department of Physics 
Allen Glenn, Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
Stephen Gudeman, Department of Anthropology 
Richard Goodrich, Department of Animal Science 
William Hanson, Department of Philosophy 
F. Gerald Kline, School of Journalism 
Philip Larsen, Department ·of Plant ~a.thology 
E. Bruce Lee, Department of Electrical Engineering 
Warren MacKenzie, Department of Studio Arts 
K.J. Maly, Department of Computer Science 
Larry L. Miller, Department of Chemistry 
Jeylan T. Mortimer, Department of Sociology 
Martin Sampson (Director of Undergraduate Studies), Deparbaent of 

Political Science 
Norman J. Simler, Department of Economics 
Constance Sullivan, Department of Spanish and Portuguese 
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D. The following Horace T. Morse-Amoco Foundation Awardees replied to the ~ 
Committee's letter (attached) inquiring about policies, practices, barriers 
and impediments extant in the University that bear on undergraduate 
teaching: 

Russell S. Adams Jr. 
Richard D. Ashmun 
James L. Bowyer 
Vernon B. Cardwell 
Victoria Cass 
Clarke A. Chambers 
Mitchell Charnley 
Thomas Clayton 

Gerald M. Erickson Paul C. Rosenblatt 
Harlan S. Hansen Stuart B. Schwartz 
John ~· Heimberger D. Peter Snustad 
Samuel Kirkwood Frederic R. Steinhauser 
Patrick A. Kroll 
Richard D. Leppert 
Archibald I. Leyasmey~r 
Betty Robinett 

E. The following Distinguished Teaching Awardees replied to the Committee's 
letter (attached) inquiring about policies, practic·es, barriers and impedi
ments extant in the University that bear on undergraduate teaching: 

Chester G. Anderson 
Iraj Bashiri 
Phyllis Freier 
Eugene Gennaro 
George Hage 
Peggy House 
David H. MacDonald 
Robert :oioul ton 
Leonard Polakiewicz 
Robert Scott 

L. Earl Shaw 
Mulford Q. Sibley 
Gerald Siegel 
Steve R. Simmons 
Elaine Tarone 
Diane Van Tasell 
George Wright 
Warren S. Loud 
S.V. Patankar 
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Selected sources related to the University of Minnesota: 

Benson, Tom and Gloria Williams, "Recorm1endations for Action," 
Report of the Subcommittee (of the Senate Committee on 
Educational Policy) on Quality of Instruction, University 
of Minnesota, February 7,1984. 

College of biberal Arts ad hoc Committee on Instruction, "The Evalu
ation of Instruction in the College of Liberal Arts: ~Report 
to the Dean," University of Minnesota, September 19t.~ 

Gearity, James c. ( Chair of CLA Committee on Instruction ), Letter 
to members of the coiTIIlittee of.l.982, University of Minnesota, 
September 14, 1983. 

Letter includes a questionnaire to departments inquiring 
about the methods and practices of evaluating teaching effec
tiveness. 

Hendel, Darwin, "The Role and Importance of Evaluation of Instruction 
in 1982-83 Promotion and Tenure Decisions at the University of 
Minnesota, .. Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
University of Minnesota, December 15, 1983. 

Hendel, Darwin and Jeanne Solberg, "High Ability Students' Evalu
ations of the Twin Cities Campus of the University of Minnesota," 
Office of the Vice President for-Academic Affairs, University 
of Minnesota, December 1, 1984. 

Howe, John, "'Excellence' Must Encompass Undergraduate Education," 
Report, February 1984. 

Keller, Kenneth H. and C. Peter ~1agrath, "Presidential Report on the 
Task Force on the Student Experience: Rec;.onmendations," Univer-
sity of Minnesota, January 1, 1985. · 

Koffler, Henry, "Departmental Procedures and Standards in Haking 
Recommendations Affecting the Status of Individual Faculty Mem
bers," t~emorandum to Provosts, Deans ,Directors and Department 
Heads, University of Minnesota, November 1, 1975 (amended Octo
ber 1, 1976). 

Koffler, Henry and Warren E. I bel e, "Procedures and Documentation 
Supporting Recommendations for Promotion and/or Tenure of Indi
vidual Faculty Members," Memorandum to Provosts, Deans, Direc
tors and Department Heads, University of Minnesota, October 13, 
1977. 
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Matross, Ron and Kathe!"'ine Hannaford, "Hiqh Ability Shows and No
Shows: Key Fintir~s o~ University of Minnesota Apnlicants," 
Office of Studen: ;f:airs Research Bulletin, Vol. 2~, No. 2, 
(Aoril 14, 1984;, )f.:i:e of Student Affairs, University of 
~1innesota. 

Meehl Paul E., "The Sev~n Sacred Cows of Academia: Can We Afford 
Them?" un;:>ubl ished paper, 1979 draft. 

Merwin Jack C. (Chair), 11 Report of the Steering ComitteP .to Faci-
1 itate the Scholariy Activities of the Faculty, .. Un 1ersity of 
Minnesota, December 1983. 

This report assessed the "vitality .. of the university faculty: 
its ability to sustain productivity in research, teaching and 
service. Additionally the committee measured the levels of 
satisfaction experienced by the faculty in their work. The 
comprehensiveness of the committee•s surveys of faculty and 
the excellence of its analyses obviated the need for such a. 
study by the Committee on Quality Undergraduate Learning. 

Moos, r1alcolm, Letter convening the Senate Task Force on Developing 
and Encouraging Excellence in Teaching, University of ~1innesota 
November 29, 1973. ·· 

Morrison, Fred L., "New Procedures for Tenure Decisions, •• -Draft of 
the Senate Tenure Committee, University of Minnesota, May 3, 
1985. 

Root, 1·1ichael (Chair, Senate Committee on Educational Policy}, "Re
commendations Concerning the Evaluation of Teaching Quality," 
University of Minnesota, ~une 22, 1984. 

Rubenstein, Irwin, "1986 North Centra 1 Associ at ion Accreditation 
Review: Questionnaire to Department Heads of Twin Cities Campus," 
University of Minnesota, March 12, 1985. -

Senate Consultative Committee. Regulations Concerning Faculty Tenure. 
University of t1innesota, December 8, 1972. 

Senate Consultative Committee, "Follow-up Ouest ions to SCEP Task Force 
Report, May 1978, University of Minnesota, August 31, 1982. · 

Senate Committee on Educational Policy, "Report of the Senate Task 
Force on Developing and Encouraging Excellence in Teachinq," 
Senate Minutes, University of Minnesota, May 25, 1978: 69-85. 

Subcommittee of the Student Experience Task Force, "One-to-One Inter
action," Office of the Vice Presid~nt for Academic Affairs, Uni
versity of Minnesota, May 1984. 
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Wallace, John (Chair, Task Force on the Student Experience), "Imple
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University of Minnesota, February 5, 1985. 
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butions to Undergraduate Education, Center for Educational 
Development, University of Minnesota, September 1977. 
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on Redefining the Meaning and Purpose of Baccalaureate De~rees,'• 
Text of the report in The Chronkle of Higher Education, February 
13, 1985: 12-30. 

Bennett, William J., "To Reclaim a Legacy: A Report on the Humanities 
in Higher Education, .. The National Endowment for· the Humanities, 
November 1984. 

Heller, Scott, 11 While Professors Applaud Report on Decline of Bachelor•s 
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Education, March 6, 1985:2~! 
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Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges, 1977). 

National Institute of Education. "Involvement in learning: Realizing 
the Potential of American Higher Education," Final Renort of the 
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